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How Solid Is Your Audio
System’s Foundation?
Norman Varney

In the last issue I talked about common home theatre pitfalls to
avoid. More specifically, how surprisingly common they are, yet
easy to avoid. It is the sellers of audio equipment and services
who the consumer relies on to guide them with the needed information. It is their responsibility to discover the goals of their
clients, then understand and inform their clients how to best meet
those goals.
Too often the goals are not discussed, not understood, and not
realized. Too often I hear that noise control was never brought up
by the seller, or even acoustics in general. Most consumers are
not thinking about how important such things are, until they discover them on their own after it’s too late. Such customers are
either very upset, or have no idea what they are missing and how
good it could have been. In this article I will discuss the important
fundamentals required to make a great home theatre.
When I talk about the audio fundamentals, I am talking about
the foundation needed for a good home theatre experience. It is
what everything is built on and relying on. After all, you want to
build on a solid foundation, right? Not something unstable, inconsistent, and therefore, unreliable. The goal is to maximize your
investment and your movie experience. How do we do that? By
doing our best to follow established audio/video standards of the
industry. This way we know we are closely replicating what the
artists experienced when they were creating the art. Those professional environments follow standards for two reasons:
1. They want to create an optimal audio/video experience
2. They need to be able to duplicate the work in other collaborating studios
Over the years we have learned and continue to learn more
and more about human perception. As we learn, we make
improvements in understanding, in technologies, and in applications. Our personal perception is governed by our biology and
psychology. We only know what we have experienced. How do
you know if the investment you have made, or are about to make,
in a home theatre is going to reach its full potential, or your expectations? How do you know if your audio foundation is questionable,
and if so, how to fix it?
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I have stated that it is the responsibility of the seller of AV
equipment to start the dialog about noise control and sound quality with their clients; however, this is rarely the case. It is likely up to
you to start that conversation with your AV designer. A room will
have compromises by default. There is no perfect room. All rooms
will include compromises due to constraints, be it physical, time,
budget, décor, function, etc. Examples of questions that should be
discussed between you and your AV expert are:
1. What are the budget limits for equipment and acoustics?
Remember that mid-fi in a good environment will beat state-of-theart equipment in a poor one every time.
2. What are the physical space constraints as far as size and
location? What do we have to work with to optimize room modes,
sightlines, construction for noise control, etc.? Are we next to a
bedroom or pool pump?
3. What are the functional goals regarding noise control and
sound quality? Do you plan to play the system at reference levels
while kids are sleeping? Are you a critical listener? How many
seats?
BTW, I have written many articles on acoustics for Widescreen
Review for over twenty years, covering everything from how we
hear, to construction materials and methods, to set-up and calibration. If you are interested in such topics, or are on a quest for your
own home theatre, you can access those articles online at:
https://widescreenreview.com/search.php?search=Norman+Varney.
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There are many forms of home theatres; ranging from a casual
video display with a pair of speakers in a den, to a fully immersive
dedicated space with top-of-the-line AV equipment. Considering
that wide range, not all of what I will cover may be applicable,
except at the top end of the scale. This is where knowledge meets
personal fit and consideration. You have to make decisions along
the way. Let’s make them informed decisions.
Making educated decisions applies to both new and existing
systems. It is quite common for people to want to upgrade their
experience, and when doing so they only think about upgrading
the equipment, when often that will not do the trick. Upgrading the
environment is usually the best choice because it is usually the
limiting factor, blocking the way for a better experience. For example, do you think a new piece of gear will sound better if your
ambient noise floor is above what is on the recording? Or the
reverberation times are masking detail, room modes are making
mud, wall cavities are resonating, buzzing and rattling, loudspeakers are aimed wrong, etc.? These are just some of the fundamentals that get in the way of your equipment and your experience,
and of which, a new piece of gear will not fix.
On its own, every room is sonically unique. It has dimensions,
constructions, furnishings, etc. that influence unique characteristics for its ambient noise floor, reverberation times, absorption,
reflection and diffusion properties, resonances, isolation from
external noises, etc. The same audio system in different rooms will
perform and sound different because of how each room performs
and sounds, and how the room interacts with the audio system.
The whole idea of a solid AV foundation is one that is repeatable,
consistent, and of optimal reproduction of the art.
I view the audio system foundation as including the following:
1. Electrical supply
a. Grounding
b. Isolation
c. Wiring configuration
2. Physical layout
a. Loudspeakers
b. Listeners
c. Furnishings
3. Calibration
a. Physical
b. Electronic
4. Acoustics
a. Noise Control
I. Electrical
II Mechanical
III Structural
b. Sound Quality
I. Room Modes
II. First Order Reflections
III. Reverberation Times
The above parameters are measureable, so they can be estimated, computer modeled, and measured on-site with test instruments for confirmation and/or further investigation. The units of
measurement and the ideal numbers for each of these categories
have been discussed in previous Widescreen Review articles I
have written. Each project should have specific goals to be
achieved. Yes, there are “golden standards” to strive for, but as
mentioned, each project comes with its own constraints, so
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acceptable limitations should be discussed, determined and
known ahead of time so that it is understood for what the attainable and expected results are, and to what degree. When things
are not discussed and understood, expectations are not typically
met, which ends in disappointment, frustration, or worse.
In addition to objective measurements, there are some subjective sound quality attributes that must be dialed in. Examples are;
timbre, apparent source width, depth and height, intimacy perspective, etc. These can vary by personal taste to some degree.
For example, one person may prefer a front row perspective, while
another may prefer a row M perspective. Such fine tuning is a
done by adjusting speaker/listener angles and electronic calibration. It is also a matter of speaker type and how it propagates
sound waves into the room and interacts with the room.
Having a solid audio foundation means that the result is optimized for the most accurate translation or reproduction of the art.
A solid foundation means low-level details will be heard, wide
dynamic range will be realized, a large and solid soundstage will
be created, distractions will not occur, speech intelligibility will be
articulate, bass impact will be felt, and clarity and cohesiveness
with the picture will mean a moving movie experience!
I would like to conclude with an additional important concept
that is tied to the relevance of having a solid foundation. In audio
there is a hierarchy for getting good sound quality. Just like with
video calibration, changing one parameter often affects others. If
one particular parameter is incorrect, you will likely try to compensate for it by over-adjusting another, which will affect others, etc.
When you know you have your fundamental parameters in check,
you can be confident with the other changes you make because
there will be no question or guesswork as to your established
baseline. Your baseline is your reference, your firm foundation.
With that firm foundation, you will not wonder if your new piece of
equipment sounds better, or just sounds different. A solid foundation removes confusion and improves the performance of your
equipment and your movie experience. Look at ways you can
improve noise control and sound quality before upgrading any
equipment. Follow the Audio Priority Pyramid. Your amygdala, and
possibly your wallet, will thank you for it. WSR
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